
INTERNSHIPS AND GRADUATE CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Join the only company in Africa selected as a 2019 Technology Pioneer by the 
World Economic Forum (WEF).

Internship and graduate career opportunities dataprophet
machine learning specialists

ABOUT DATAPROPHET

DataProphet is a global leader in Artificial Intelligence (AI) for manufacturing. Our award winning 
technology embeds unique adaptations and advancements of deep learning, enabling AI to have a 
significant and practical impact on the factory floor. DataProphet’s solutions are built to be adapted and 
integrated into existing environments, making it possible for our digital transformation team to take your 
operations from zero to AI. We understand manufacturing and that real impact is achieved with 
pre-emptive actions because real-time is often too late.

WHO SHOULD APPLY?

The ideal candidate for our internship program 
should have achieved a minimum of an Honours 
level degree.  Candidates for our Graduate 
opportunities should have completed a minimum 
of Honours level and ideally have completed a 
Masters degree in one of the following fields:

◆ Computer Science
◆ Applied Maths
◆ Astronomy
◆ Stats
◆ Pure Maths
◆ Actuarial Science
◆ Physics
◆ Electrical Engineering
◆ Chemical Engineering
◆ Mechatronics
◆ Advanced Analytics

ADDITIONALLY, YOU SHOULD HAVE/BE;

◆ An interest in and basic understanding of
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence

◆ An interest in and basic working knowledge of
Python

◆ A passionate and enthusiastic individual with a
high level of learning agility

◆ Someone with the desire to learn what it takes
to be a valuable team player

◆ Someone who is curious and loves finding new
and innovative ways to solve problems

WE HAVE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE FOR QUALIFIED CANDIDATES TO APPLY FOR 
BOTH INTERNSHIPS AND PERMANENT ROLES WITHIN OUR TEAM
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MORE ABOUT OUR
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME

We are passionate about shaping the people 
who are the future of our industry. 
Our internship program gives you the 
opportunity to immerse yourself in our exciting 
and challenging environment.  You will learn all 
aspects of working in the industry from a 
technical perspective, as well as the soft skills 
you will require to build the relationships you 
will need to be successful in your career.

Internships are usually four to eight weeks in 
duration, however, longer internships will be 
considered.

Hear from past Interns here: tiny.cc/jco48y

MORE ABOUT OUR PERMANENT ROLES

INTERESTED?

Here are some of the roles that we are currently 
recruiting for:

◆ Senior and Junior Data Scientist
◆ Product Development Engineer
◆ Electrical Engineer
◆ Customer Success Engineer
◆ Front End Developer
◆ Back End Developer
◆ Global Marketing Campaign Manager

Please send your CV and cover letter or any 
questions to us at careers@dataprophet.com 

We look forward to hearing from you!
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https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/DataProphet/743999689377724-senior-data-scientist
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/DataProphet/743999689377571-junior-data-scientist
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/DataProphet/743999689377631-product-development-engineer
https://jobs.smartrecruiters.com/DataProphet/743999689613904-data-engineer-customer-success
http://tiny.cc/jco48y

